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Studying the Orient



The
development
of Oriental
studies

16th century
systematic study of Islam and Arabic
language
first translations of the Quran to English,
historical studies of the person of the
Prophet

1587 College of France
1613 Leiden
1632 Cambridge
1634 Oxford



The
development
of Oriental
studies

19th century
Biblical criticism applied to the study of the
Quran
the development of Islamic studies through
textual studies and direct research

William Muir: The Life of Muhammad
Hamilton Gibb: Studies on the Civilisation of Islam
Ignaz Golziher: Introduction to Islamic Theology and Law
Theodor Noldeke: History of the Quran



Christian Snouck
Hurgronje
Leiden

one of the first academics to have visited Mecca (1884-
1885) where he stayed for 6 months

pretended to be a Muslim
criticized by Muslims
lauded by the Western academics 



The entry of Non-Muslims is prohibited within the precincts of the
Haram [Mecca]. Yet the worthy Professor lived there under the false
disguise of a Muslim and composed his German book "Mekka" (2
volumes) on the way of life of the Meccan Muslims. He had already
authored a Dutch book on the Hajj called 'Het Mekkaansche Feest'.
It is an exercise in futility to seek good will, empathy and fairness in
the intentions of those who set about to explore the ceremonies of
Islam and the conditions of the Muslims, wrapped in the garb of
treachery and knavery. Such writings have resulted in creating the
Dutch mental-image of Muslims as poly-haremic, licentious, barbaric
and mis-managers. 
(Qudrat Ullah Shahab, 1962)



Alois Musil
Charles University

Catholic theologian from Olomouc
studied in Beirut and Jerusalem
field trips to the Arabian desert
ethnographic collection of materials among the
Ruwala Arabs. "Sheikh Musa"
discovery of Quseir Amra



"None of the older Orientalists could understand as deeply the way
of life, customs and thinking of Arab Bedouins as he did. He own
style of research, which was the participatory observation, was
strengthened and reinforced by his empathy. He rode a horse or
camel and dressed like the sons of the desert. His respect for the
local communities earned him their respect and friendship. The tribes
of Banu Sachr and Ruwala accepted him as an honorary member.The
Ruwalas called him Sheikh Musa ar-Ruwajli and their crown foreman
Nouri ibn Sha'lan composed celebratory poems in his name. The
friendly relationship with the Bedouins is reflected in a number of
insights. Musil's writings include ethnographic data, records of
customs and a collection of folk poetry, as well as religious findings
about spontaneous monotheism unrelated to the institutional cult of
Islam."



"Musil 's records in many ways pointed to a new, promising
direction for Orientalism. This is particularly eloquently indicated
in Musil' s preserved correspondence by a letter sent to him as
early as 1905 by Theodor Nöldeke (1836-1930) - a major
authority on European historical and philological research on the
Qur'an, a professor in Strasbourg at the time. Nöldeke wrote to
Musil that while he himself learned only from books, Musil knew
the lands and people personally and in the greatest
renunciation and danger he was able to look into the very
hearts of the Bedouins."

Luboš Kropáček: Ze světa islámu



The
development
of Oriental
studies

20th century
focus on studying Islam as a living system
of practices in particular societies 
increased interest in popular Islam and
Sufism

E. E. Evans-Pritchard: The Sanusi of Cyrenaica (1949)
Clifford Geertz: Islam Observed (1968)
Michael Gilsenan: Saint and Sufi in Modern Egypt: An
Essay in the Sociology of Religion (1973)
Dale Eickelman: Moroccan Islam: Tradition and Society in
a PIlgrimage Center (1976)



Edward Said and Orientalism



Edward Said
Harvard University, Columbia University

bilingual Palestinian Christian from Jerusalem
father American citizen, mother Lebanese,
grandfather a preacher in Nazareth
identity crisis in childhood

studied in Cairo, Harvard, 1963-2003 worked at
Columbia
a critic of American policies, Middle East, Peace Process
undoubtedly the most effective critic of Orientalism with
his book Orientalism (1978) - one of key texts of
postcolonial studies



Orientalism
1978

the Orient is created by Europeans in their
imagination - a discursive construct of the West
all academics are Orientalists when they deal
with the Orient
Orientalism is not only a field of study but a
worldview and a political weapon

Orientalism is a "subtle and persistent Eurocentric prejudice
against Arab-Islamic people and their culture"
the Orient is thus intentionally described as primitive, fanatic
and inferior
the only way the Orient can change is by implementing
Western ways
to study the Orient means to find justification for colonial and
imperial ambitions 



Bernard Lewis
SOAS, Princeton University

a response to Said in The Question of Orientalism,
1982

Said's Orient is reduced to Arab part of the
Middle East
he does not deal with Orientalist studies of
german speaking countries or Russia
he cites questionable historic facts and
arbitrarily selects Orientalists for his critique
when Orientalism came to being at the end of
the Middle Ages, it was dealing with a strong,
conquering world (not the conquered one)
likewise, the study of Arabic language and
Islam flourished in countries without colonies 



Bernard Lewis
SOAS, Princeton University

a response to Said in The Question of Orientalism,
1982

Said's Orientalism is an attempt at blaming
economic, national, cultural, social, and
religious problems of the Middle Eastern region
on the West


